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RUN No. 2322 14Bellevue Ave. South Launceston Hare: Rickshaw

Run report for run 2322 “ Rickshaws Fair Suck of the Sav Run“

Another quality run set by last years GM, his gorgeous wife Janelle and Ralph the faithful hound.
Well it goes a bit like this , we wanted to set an easy run so all the blind geriatrics could find the trail easily,
we now realise that it was all too hard for the elderly to understand. We recommend that the future runs
should be one continuous line from start to finish with no checks, just like the puzzles dot to dot. The run
started at the bottom of Bellevue Ave and headed up Normanstone Rd to a check where half the Hashers
got lost. Then the trail headed to Gascoyne St, down Chiffley St and down through Machens Reserve. Passed by the old folks home { where some of you lot will end up very soon } , then behind Coles to
another Check which bunched up the lost Hashers. Again half the Hashers got lost when Thumbs picked up
the trail on Hobart Rd.. From there it went north to the Meadows pub, behind the golf course to Punchbowl Rd to another check. Trail should have been picked up going up Punchbowl Rd towards Horseland. On ON into Talbot Rd, up the hill and crossed over into a lane which led everybody back
to Rickshaw's house. A very easy run we thought.

ON ON
The ex G.M Rickshaw has the fire pot stoked up the beer underway by the time the front runners return
the rest of the lost troops return in dribs and drabs cursing the Hare. The cursing soon reverses as piping
hot savs and spring rolls appear from the galley. Janelle certainly has been busy after work, setting a run
then scurrying back to the kitchen while Rickshaw has been sampling the beer ensuring it is up to LH3
standards.
If the unthinkable ever happens i.e females can join LH3 Janelle will be our first female G.M she sets the
best runs in South Launceston and cooks the best hot savs and spring rolls.

OMG My Hawks
done by the Lions
56 points and Essendon Downs
the Cats

The Wayward Kiwi [Sheep Dip] Rigged Raffle:
Slomo: Porn DVD from the Monks private collection.
Hash Pash: Beer lovers kit.
Slomo: Bottle Moet.
Tyles: Dan Murphys voucher.

On Downs:
Rickshaw: The Hare
Tyles: Just for been with us tonight.
Inlet: Top tipster for two weeks back
Slo Mo: Top Tipster last week

The New 2018 Committee The Committee that “Doesn’t Compromise on giving less ”
GM: Blakey JM: Slomo, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Sheep Dip Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Thumbs, Lip: Loggey, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 22nd May 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 24th May 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare : Magpie
Joke of the Week
On the day of the Royal Wedding, Meaghan was getting dressed, surrounded by all her family, and she
suddenly realized she had forgotten to get any shoes. Then her sister remembered that she had a pair of
white shoes from her wedding so she lent them to Meaghan for the day. Unfortunately, they were a bit
too small and by the time the festivities were over Meaghan’s feet were in agony. When she and Harry
withdrew to their room the only thing she could think of was getting her shoes off. The rest of the Royal
Family crowded round the door to the bedroom and they heard roughly what they expected, grunts,
straining noises and the occasional muffled scream. Eventually they heard Harry say ''God, that was
tight.''
''There,'' whispered the Queen. ''I told you she was a virgin.''
Then, to their surprise, they heard Harry say. ''Right. Now for the other one.'' Followed by more grunting
and straining and at last Harry said ''My God. That was even tighter.''
''That's my boy,'' said the Duke. ''Once a soldier returned from Afghanistan , always a soldier.''

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Where did the run
go after Coles supermarket

Um um ar I
think it went
up Gibson St.

Buggered if I
know ask the
Hare Rickshaw

Who set
this run you
or
Janelle???

